
JOURNALISM IN JAPAN 2credits（Spring）

日本のジャーナリズム 2 単位（春学期）
Reporting, Writing and Analysis of the Media

Lecturer HOLLEY, DAVID R.
講師 ホーリー， デイヴィッド Ｒ.

Course Description：

　This course will examine the nature of journalism in Japan and provide 
a hands-on introduction to reporting and writing about Japan in English. 
Students will learn to write both feature and hard-news stories about 
Japanese society, culture, politics and economics. The course will 
examine various types of English-language journalism about Japan, both 
as models for student writing and as subjects for critiques. Students will 
not be required to read Japanese-language articles but the course will 
include discussion of how Japanese-language journalism is conducted. 
Class lectures will include such topics as Japan’s “kisha club” (reporters’ 
club) system; the differences and similarities among major Japanese-
language dailies and how they compare to weekly magazines; the English-
language press in Japan; major English-language wire services in Japan; 
the role of the Internet in Japanese and global journalism, and the 
changing economics of Japanese and global media. Class activities will 
probably include visits to one or two of the major English-language wire 
services in Tokyo. The course will also examine journalism job 
possibilities in Japan or overseas and discuss why non-journalists can 
benefit from understanding of how journalists work. As a key part of the 
course, students will do homework assignments that require interviewing 
people (either in English or in Japanese is OK) and using that material to 
write feature articles about Japan. The homework articles not only will be 
graded but also edited by the instructor as a key part of the learning 
process. In-class exercises will not be graded, but are intended purely as 
study activities.  
Textbooks：

　Reading materials will be distributed in class.
Course Plan：
1 Overview of the course. Introduction of journalistic basics: the 

difference between feature and hard-news stories; accuracy; 
attribution; quotes; leads and kickers. In-class exercise of students 
interviewing other students and writing an article based on the 
interview.

2 Analysis of a foreign newspaper’s feature article about Japanese 
society. In-class exercise of organizing and writing a feature story 
using material presented by the instructor that is taken out of order 
from another English-language feature about Japanese society. 
Discussion of story ideas for students’ first homework assignment.

3 Discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of Japan’s “kisha 
club” system. Analysis of a foreign newspaper’s hard-news article 
concerning Japanese society. In-class exercise of organizing and 
writing a hard-news story using material presented by the instructor.

4 Discussion of Japanese print media: the major daily newspapers, 
weekly magazines, other publications. Discussion of journalistic 
ethics. In-class exercise of copyediting.

5 In-class exercise of organizing and writing a feature story using 
material presented by the instructor that is taken out of order from an 
English-language feature about Japanese society.

6 Discussion of Japanese television journalism. Analysis of a foreign 
newspaper’s feature article about Japanese politics. In-class exercise 
of organizing and writing a feature story on politics using material 
presented by the instructor. Discussion of story ideas for students’ 
second homework assignment.

7 Discussion of the English-language press in Japan, including 
newspapers such as “The Japan Times”and “Yomiuri Daily,” and the 
work of English-language wire services or foreign newspaper and 
magazine bureaus in Tokyo. Analysis of a foreign newspaper’s hard-
news article about Japanese politics. In-class exercise of organizing 
and writing a hard-news story about politics using material presented 
by the instructor.

8 Discussion of Internet journalism. In-class exercise writing an article 
about Internet journalism based on material presented by the 
instructor.

9 In-class exercise writing a feature news story based on a mock news 
conference presented either by students or by the instructor.

10 Discussion of how the move of news reporting and advertising to the 
Internet affects the economics of traditional media companies. 
Discussion of journalistic ethics and how Internet journalism impacts 
ethical questions such as the degree of certainty journalists should 
have about the accuracy of material before it is presented to the 
public. In-class exercise writing a feature article concerning Japan’s 
economy. Discussion of story ideas for students' third homework 
assignment.

11 Discussion of job opportunities in journalism. In-class exercise 
writing a hard-news article about Japanese business. 

12 Discussion of why understanding journalism and the pressures that 
reporters face is valuable for non-journalists. In-class exercise of 
copyediting.

13 In-class exercise writing a hard-news article based on a mock news 
conference presented by the instructor.

14 Analysis of a foreign newspaper’s feature article about Japanese fine 
arts or traditional culture. In-class exercise of organizing and writing 
a feature story about Japanese culture using material presented by the 
instructor.

Other General review and discussion of themes covered in the course. 
Presentations by students about their future academic, personal or 
professional plans and goals.

Lecturer's Comments to Students：

　Being in this class will be a bit like being a new employee of “The 
Japan Times” or some other English-language newspaper in Japan. The 
class and the homework should be fun and you should try to enjoy it. This 
is a good course for students who enjoy meeting new people or who 
would like to become more confident approaching and talking to strangers.   
Method of Evaluation：

　Three articles written as homework: 25% each
　Attendance and participation: 25%
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